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An exciting new series of early learning novelty board books that combine Scholastic&#39;s

strength in learning with beautiful photography and clear designs to stimulate early learning.Wipe

Clean Workbooks - Pre K is a colorful, wipe-clean workbook to support children in their early

learning. Provides plenty of practice for children on a wide range of early learning topics. A

wipe-clean pen is provided, the wirobound book lies flat, and the glossy card pages are easy to

wipe clean so that children can practice until they have really mastered a topic. This Pre-K book

focuses on writing letters and the sounds they make, writing numbers, sequencing, colors, shapes,

and opposites.
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This book is prefect for my 4 year old. At the end of the day, I spend about 5 minutes cleaning up all

the pages so she can start over the next day. I have her using washable markers instead for much

easier clean up and I use regular old baby wipes and paper towel (to dry each page) to clean it up.

The best part is, my 1 year old can still use it again someday when he's ready to learn to read and

write, like big sister.



Our toddler has shown a lot of interest in writing letters and holding a pencil, this book has been a

great starter book for learning how to write.Pros:- Wipeable pages; reuse as many times as you

want and not waste so much paper.- Comes with a marker.- Each letter has Upper/Lower Case-

Each page is for one letter, and shows how to write it with arrows.- There are plenty of practice

letters and then gives space so you can try on your own.- Spiral notebook sized, and if you wanted

to take it with you, it doesn't take much space.Cons:- After a while you can see marker smudges on

the page. I use a wet wipe to clean the pages when we are done for the day.- The pen is small, I

have another book that is smaller than this one and the pen is larger.So far we have really been

enjoying this book. It gives good practice, but not intimidating. When she is done we put it away and

go to another thing, no stress, no paper to throw away just wipe it down and you are good to go.

Great for beginners!

Toddler approved. We had 4 toddlers this weekend fighting over the book. They used the workbook

to varying degrees, with the younger ones just scribbling in it. But the older ones really enjoyed

tracing the shapes, letters, and numbers.

This book has great content for a preschooler, tracing letters, matching numbers, circling quantity,

grouping by number & counting. It's a good book for an older preschooler, maybe age 4. The

problem is it's not very good at wiping clean. I've tried a variety of different dry erase markers and

some wipe clean with windex but others you can't remove at all, which defeats it's purpose (see

photo). I have Priddy Books that are wipe-clean and they wipe clean all dry erase markers with just

a paper towel. I much prefer those books for their ability to be reused.

This book is okay. I wish it had more lines for practicing tracing. But I like that you can easily wipe

off and it doesn't make a mess. I use regular white board pens on it and it's fine.

This is great- by far the best quality of these wipe clean books that I've come across. The only

improvement would be if the dry erase pen had a cap that could fit within the spirals.

mu son love this book. he can write in it . wipe clean and rewrite .

My 3 year old daughter loves this book to practice her writing.
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